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Just browse through your screenshot using the form below. Screenshots that contain user interface elements are generally on the horizon, and the same applies to the model viewer or character selection screenshot. The higher the quality, the better! Please review our Screenshot Guidelines before submitting! Just type
the URL in the video below. Ingame ID Blasted Lands card is 4. Blasted Lands sub-zones / areas blasted Lands related to the achievements of Для загрузки изображения воспользуйтесь приведенной ниже формой. Скриншоты, содержащие элементы интерфейса, по общему правилу, удаляются сразу. Это же
относится и к скриншотам, полученным с помощью Просмотрщика моделей или окна выбора персонажа. Чем выше качество, тем лучше! Пожалуйста, введите ссылку на видеоролик в поле, указанное ниже. LinksLinks Include Please remember when posting a comment: Your comment must be in English
or it will be removed. Aren't you sure how to post? Check out our handy guide! Please post questions on our forums for a faster answer. Read the comments before posting them. Just browse through your screenshot using the form below. In-game screenshots are preferred to model-viewer-generated ones. The higher
the quality, the better! Be sure to read tips and tricks if you haven't before. Just type the URL in the video below. How The Busted Lands was before cataclysm, see The Blast Lands (Classic). The war does not visit these sites, but lives here. Violence develops in the past, present and future... - Zidormi Blasted Earths
bear this name for a reason: they were twisted by the magic that brought the Dark Portal to life, spewing the rampaging orcish Horde into Azeroth. Although Khadgar destroyed the original portal in the second war, it was later rebuilt to overcome the Ner'zhuli Horde. The portal that led to the remnants of The Draenor of
the shattered world of foreign countries was reconfigured to lead the alternative incarnation of the world's past, 35 years from the past from which the iron hordes came. History of the Dark Portal from the invasion of the Iron Horde. This nasty desert was once a dark plane called the Black Morassi; the north is the swamp
of sadness. This is the area where the orcish Horde first entered Azeroth through the Dark Portal, followed soon by their attack on people's lands in the northwest. The lands around the former Dark Portal are burned and dead, forever warped by the powers that followed the idea. Lightning strikes are continuous and The
land is home to groups of particularly vicious and powerful creatures. The great remnant of the burning legion has been obscured by a tainted scar. It is still watched over by the wizards of Dalaran within the fortress Nethergarde, created by Archmage Khadgar after the Second War. As if orcish Horde wasn't enough,
dreadmaul ogres also came through the Dark Portal, but unlike the orcs, they remained blasted to earth. Nethergarde's mages say that ogres serve Lord Kazzak. Whoever their master is, he tells them to keep the Alliance uncomfortable on a regular basis. Burning Crusade This section deals with content related to the
Burning Crusade. Add all available information to this section. Before the invasion began in Outland, the Blastlands were the site of a battle between Argent Dawn, The Alliance and the Horde against the Demons of the Burning Legion, which reopened the Dark Portal. [1] Lich King's anger This section deals with the
content related to Lich King's anger. The region was also invaded twice by the scourge in the years leading up to the war against the Lich King. [2] Cataclysm This part concerns the content of cataclysm. During the cataclysm, Horde Okril'lon's forces took control of Dreadmaul Hold. In the south of the region, Gilnean
druid Marl Wormthorn tried to return the Land of The Blast to its old glory, making much of the tainted armist in the Tainted forest, but because the demonic forces around the area, the forest and Marl were corrupted. His followers built a small fishing village near the edge of surwich forest. Reliquary's blood gnoses built a
small camp not far from the Tainted forest, searching for demonic artifacts hidden in the area. The conflict between the Alliance and Horde raged in the north of the region for some time, focusing mainly on the Nethergarde supply base, which is located between Dreadmaul Hold and Nethergarde Cape. The flaming
legions of forces were thrown into disarray after razelikh defiler at the hands of Loramus Thalipedes and the brave soul who accompanied him. Dredinor warlors This section deals with the content of the Dranetor warlords. The next few years have brought another threat to Azeroth's doorstep when history itself has been
full circle. Cairozdormu brought Garrosh's past into the past with an alternative drone, in which the deposed warlord prompted the transformation of Orcish Horde into the Iron Horde. Now he has used his Dark Portal bridge parallel to Draenor with Azeroth-prime, allowing the Ironmarch vanguard forces of the Iron Horde
to come through the Dark Portal and occupy the earth with the vengeful Dreadmaul ogres. By crossing between two realities, the Dark Portal Red. The Iron Hordes took Okril'lon Hold and destroyed Nethergarde in the early stages of their invasion. The geography of this devastating and barren land is very little in the way
of flora and fauna (the only exception is the Tainted Forest) barring demons that now wander the plains. The area is particularly notable from the Dark Portal, which leads to Draenor, (formerly leading to Outland). The wretched land hosts few residents and some important small settlements such as Nethergarde Keep,
Dreadmaul Hold or Surwich. The magic that leaked through the Dark Portal Warped Busted Lands, leaving the barren desert landscape. Hardy desert species such as basilisks, scorpions and hyenas have since colonized the area. The red stones in the area, of course, don't come by their color. The original tanning paint
was converted into earthy red with heat and chaotic energy when the Dark Portal was destroyed. There is only one usable road in the Westlands, guarded at the bottom of the Nethergarde Keep grim mages. They have the enviable task of watching the Dark Portal, guarding the rest of the continent from the demons in
the south and protecting themselves from the tribes of ogres migrating in the desert. The weather here is dry and hot during the day and bitterly cold at night. The mountains block the moisture that may come north of the swamp of sadness, and the only signs of life can be found southwest of the Tainted forest, but it was
corrupted by the demonic powers that have engulfed the main man behind the burned scar of the Gilnean druid Marl Wormthorn. There are no dungeons or battlefields in this zone. Maps and sub-regions Map Blasted Lands post-Iron Horde invasion. Map Shattered Earth before the Iron Hordes invaded. Note: Some sub-
zones of the Ruptured Lands were changed during pre-patch warlords Draenor. For gamers who want to see The Blast lands as it was after Cataclysm, but before the WoD pre-patch, you can visit the NPC called Zidormi next to the road border between Blasted Earth and sex sorrows. Map Blast Lands before patch
4.0.3. Stonard, Sadness Sex Tour, Blasted Lands Booty Bay, Cape of Stranglethorn Dreadmaul Hold, Blast lands Booty Bay, Cape of Stranglethorn Nethergarde Keep, Blast lands Main article: Blast Lands NPC Main Article: Blasted Lands Storyline Main article: Warlords Draenor intro experience Blasted Lands are two
dig sites: Wild Creatures Warcraft III This part deals with content related to Warcraft III : Reign of Chaos or its expansion of the Frozen Throne. The infertile are full of gold mines and have been heavily populated by centaurs. The plate set is called infertile. [3] RPG This section contains information about warcraft RPG,
which is non-canon. Blasted Earths bear this name for a reason: they were twisted by the magic that brought the Dark Portal to life, spewing the rampaging Horde into Azeroth. Now, the wretched land hosts few inhabitants and has no significant settlements. There is only one available road in BlastdLands, guarded in the
north by the Nethergarde Cape Alliance Fortress and its gloomy mags. They have the enviable task of watching the Dark Portal, guarding the rest of the continent from the southern demons and protecting themselves from the ogres of the desert. This disgusting desert was once a sea of swamps called Black Morass,
similar to the swamp of sadness. When Medivh built the Dark Portal to connect Azeroth Draner to the home world of Orcish, the Orcs poured through and started the first great war. Orcs' acrobatic magic was so strong that it consumed warm left dry red clay. When the Alliance destroyed the Dark Gate, the struggle
ended, but the Shattered Earth still cannot heal itself. As if the Horde wasn't enough at the time, dreadmaul ogres also came through the Dark Portal. Unlike ors, they remained in the Shattered Lands. The Nethergarde's ores believe that ogres serve the demon, Lord Kazzaki. Whoever their master is, he tells them to
keep the Alliance uncomfortable on a regular basis. At some point, the Dark Portal was rebuilt and it resonates with an evil thrum. Now it has to do with the remnants of Draenor, the broken world of the foreign world. One day, the entire Nethergarde Cape's mysterious disease was struck, and the Dreadmaul dekolna took
the opportunity to attack. With the disease inside and limiting the outdoors, mages and warriors send messengers to guide anyone who can use a sword or healing disease. [5] Geography Magic, which leaked through the Dark Portal warped in the LõhkddLands, leaving the barren desert landscape. This area doesn't
welcome any life. [5] The weather here is dry and hot during the day and bitterly cold at night. The mountains block the moisture that can come from the sadness of the swamp to the north, and no river adorns this land. The East Coast gets occasionally out of the sea with storms, but these torrential rains come so fast
that the water just runs out of the packed ground and back into the sea. [4] In the Cursed Lands, the Alliance's authorities, which guard the north, demonic infestation in the south, and the ogres tribes in the middle. [5] Notes and trivia during the Iron Horde invasion were completely empty of places such as The Altar of
Storms, Tainted Scar, The Tainted Forest, Surwich and Sunveil Excursion. This is likely to be under developers' supervision or possibly done on purpose, because the whole zone is gradually, and none of the visitors will be in these areas. Level 90+ players can talk to Zidorm to switch between normal and staged Zone
Staa- Those with a Burning Crusade and at least level 57 can be used in the now-reopened Dark Portal to reach the Hellfire Peninsula in Outland, although it is recommended to wait until level 58 quests are very limited to 57. Dark Portal, like Shattrath City, is a shrine and therefore combat is prohibited, even between
PVP-flagged players. The occasional lightning that strikes the ground near the Dark Portal can't hurt you in any way. Horde of players don't have mailboxes in this zone, while the Alliance has two. Interestingly, warcraft: Orcs &amp;amp; The Humans Handbook originally meant that the Dark Portal made the earth
sicker[6] and sex-like[7] instead of making it burn and die. The blasted Earths were inspired by Greater Sudbury, Ontario, a mining town whose soil was made of nickel-rich meteor strike long ago, especially in its devastated surroundings and its black rocks that were painted with acid in the rain. [8] Gallery Patch
Becomes Patch 7.3.5 (2018-01-16): Level of the level of the bead implemented, previous zone level: 54-60. Patch 6.0.3 (2014-10-28): The Iron Horde invasion is over. Access to the event is still available, but the [Iron Starlette] pet and [Iron Invasion] achievement are no longer available to players who missed the event.
Patch 6.0.2 (2014-10-14): The Iron Horde invasion has begun. New guests are added to the level of 90 players. Zone phases for the 90+ character. Characters under 90 will see the zone before the invasion begins. Patch 4.0.3a (2010-11-23): Added. Links External Links
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